
The Luminite Inflatable Light Tower is an innovative 

product designed specifically for the needs of today’s 

emergency services. Durable, easy to use and 

extremely quiet, these light towers provide first 

responders and mobile units an impressive amount of 

ambient lighting that is easy on the eyes.

Portable and available in two sizes, they set up in seconds and illuminate fully 

in under 3 minutes.

360° PORTABLE EMERGENCY LIGHT TOWER
WHENEVER YOU NEED IT.
WHEREVER YOU NEED IT.
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 With customized removable bands, the            
       Luminite acts as a marker or rallying point.

 Constructed of weather-
       resistant vinyl.

 Attaches with Velcro 
       around the Luminite  
       Inflatable Light Tower       Inflatable Light Tower

Luminite Sign Banner
options:
 RP4545 - Police
 RP4546 - Command Post
 RP4547 - Rehab
 RP4548 - Triage
  RP4549 - Hot Zone
 RP4550 - Decon Area
 RP4551 - Custom

Luminite Sign Banners
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Luminite Inflatable Light Tower casings 
are available in Red, Yellow, and White. 
 

Custom lettering on the case is available 
for your company or department.

 Takes seconds to inflate and achieves full 
        illumination in under 3 minutes

 Cools down in 3-5 minutes for storage

 Lights the equivalent area of a football 
       field with 360 degrees of ambient light

 Can be ordered in two sizes (7’ & 15‘)
       to suit every situation       to suit every situation

    Runs on a standard power supply or 
       generator, and draws only 8.5 amps

 Withstands up to 43 mph winds with 
       included guy lines

 Case and nylon tower are fire retardant

 800 hours of continuous run time

  Stores compact in 2' x 17" x 2' hard-shell
       casing

 Contains a durable 875 watt Metal Halide 
       bulb

 Unit weight: 75lb

 Brightness: 95,000 lumens

Luminite Inflatable Light Tower - 15 ft
 RP4521 - Red Case
 RP4522 - Yellow Case
 RP4524 - White Case

Luminite Inflatable Light Tower - 7 ft
 RP4531 - Red Case
  RP4532 - Yellow Case
 RP4534 - White Case

 Emergency rescues

 Road side interventions and extractions

 Hazardous material spill sites

 Doubles as a marker when used with    
       removable customized message bands

 Investigations

  Confined space interventions (7’)

 Field hospitals and emergency shelters

 Crowd control

 And many more!

Features

Models

Applications


